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III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
This is an intermediate and advanced relief printmaking course which incorporates traditional
and contemporary relief techniques to help students create more complex and innovative work.
An emphasis is on color and multiple plate projects.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Identify the potential for development of imagery in a wide variety of relief techniques
both contemporary and historical.

B. Practice safe and healthy methods of working in the classroom when using equipment,
tools and supplies.

C. Apply basic relief plate making techniques in the development of more complex imagery
on plates.

r' D. Apply systems of multiple plate registration and/or multiple drop to develop complex
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color images in relief plates.
E. Analyze and develop imagery in stages to resolve aesthetic concerns.
F. Improve printing skills to produce a consistent edition of a complex plate.
G. Apply various non traditional printing techniques to expand creative possibilities.
H. Evaluate and revise one's own work in response to critique.
I. Develop a body of work suitable for advanced study, transfer, and/or career opportunities.

V.CONTENTS
A. Introduction to intermediate and advanced level relief printmaking

1. Discussion of relief printmaking and its potential for more complex, innovative and
creative personal projects

2. Examples of different prints that exemplify the variety of possible projects
3. Studio/classroom organization and standards
4. Tools and supplies required for the course
5. Health and safety issues

B. Building on basic relief techniques
1. Use skills in cutting linoleum and/or wood blocks to produce larger and more complex

plates
2. Experiment with printing the plate with a variety of techniques such as chine colle, ala

poupee inking, transparent rollup and monoprint.
3. Develop imagery and resolve aesthetic problems through improvements to the plate

and printing practices
4. Clean up and safety issues
5. Produce a consistent edition from the finished plate
6. Experiment with a varied edition of color prints

C. Single and multiple plate color projects
1. Use the reduction method of cutting and printing a linocut to produce an image with

complex color and/or
2. Use the jig saw method of assembling cut pieces of linoleum to produce an image with

complex color and/or
3. Use 2,3 or 4 linoleum or wood blocks with an exact registration system to apply layers

of colors to create an image with complex color and/or
4. Combine a relief plate with 2 or 3 monotype plexiglass plates to produce images with

complex color
5. Develop imagery and resolve aesthetic problems through improvements to the plate

and printing practices
6. Clean up and safety issues
7. Produce a consistent edition from the finished plates and/or
8. Experiment with a varied edition of color prints

D. Other advanced relief projects (relief etchings, collagraphs, viscosity plates)
1. Plate making techniques as they apply to relief printmaking
2. Special printing techniques such as rainbow rollups and viscosity inking
3. Develop imagery and resolve aesthetic problems through improvements to the plate

and printing methods
4. Clean up and safety issues
5. Experimental printing of plates for one of a kind effects and/or
6. Produce a consistent edition from finished plates and/or
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7. Experiment with a varied edition of color prints
E. Addressing archival concerns (paper storage, matting, curating, numbering and signing

editions)

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

1. Students are expected to complete a series of in class projects throughout the semester
based on various intermediate and advanced relief plate making and printing
techniques that are presented by the instructor. Examples include:
a. Larger and more complex linoleum plate or wood block: Cut an image into the

block with imagery from personal experiences, observations or your imagination.
Print the image and make improvements. Then print multiple copies of that image.

b. Non traditional printing methods: Experiment with printing the relief plate with a
variety of techniques such as chine colle, ala pou¢e inking, transparent rollup and
monoprint. Print multiple copies of the image. .

c. Reduction color printing: Use the reduction method of cutting and printing a linocut
to produce an image with complex color. This process will produce an edition of
prints with 3 to 5 layers of color.

d. Jig saw linoeut: Use the jig saw method of assembling cut pieces of linoleum to
produce an image with complex color. Experiment with various color patterns. Print
multiple copies of the image.

e. Multiple plate relief print: Use 2,3 or 4 linoleum or wood blocks with an exact
registration system to apply layers of colors to create an image with complex color.
Proof plates and experiment with different colors. Print multiple copies of the
image.

f. Relief with monoprint: Combine a relief plate with 2 or 3 monotype plexiglass
plates to produce images with complex color. Experiment with different layers of
transparent colors. Print multiple copies of the image with colors.

g. Relief viscosity etching: Create a deeply etched plate which can inked as both an
intaglio and relief plate. Experiment with rolling on inks of different viscosity to
achieve complex color effects. Print multiple copies of the image.

h. Relief collagraph: Construct a plate as a collagraph and print the surface of the plate
with various rollups or combine it with intaglio inking and/or viscosity inking
techniques. Print multiple copies of the image experimenting with different effects.

i. Thematic series: Create a series of images in any of the above techniques that are
related to a personal theme, inspiration or idea.

j. Field trips may be organized by the instructor to museum exhibits or gallery shows
that pertain to printmaking.

2. Out of class assignments are to prepare drawings for the in class projects.
B. Evaluation

1. Assignments: Through the completion of their assignments students demonstrate their
ability to effectively and creatively apply plate making and printing techniques.

2. Critiques and class Discussions: Through participation in critiques and class
discussions, the student's ability to analyze and find solutions to improve his/her work
as well as make constructive comments to other students is appraised.

3. Portfolio evaluation: Estimate student's conceptual and technical improvement
regarding proficient use of plate making and printing techniques. Appraise the student's
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capacity to apply these techniques to the development of imagery.
4. Class participation: Through active participation in class room clean up and

organization, the student demonstrates their ability to apply health and safety
requirements necessary for an effective printmaking environment.

5. Final portfolio/exam: Appraises student's ability to complete all class assignments and
their understanding of all techniques.

C. Text and other materials
1. Suggested text: Printmaking, History and Process, by Saff and Sacilotto, 1978.
2. Audio-visual aids.
3. Library and reference materials.
4. Museum and gallery exhibitions.
5. Printmaking materials and supplies as determined by the instructor.

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55OO2(a».
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